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INTRODUCTION

The North Atlantic right whale Eubalaena glacialis
is one of the most endangered large whale species.

Although whaling in previous centuries caused the
initial decline (Reeves & Mitchell 1986), the popula-
tion has only recovered to approximately 350 individ-
uals (NMFS 2009) despite the international ban on
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eral spatial variables. Model results indicated that sea surface temperature and water depth were
significant predictors of calving right whale spatial distribution. The habitat relationships were
unimodal, with peak sighting rates occurring at water temperatures of 13 to 15°C and water depths
of 10 to 20 m. Model results indicated areas of potentially important calving habitat outside cur-
rently defined critical habitat. Our semi-monthly predicted distributions, based on model results,
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whaling since the 1930s. Collisions with ships and
entanglement in fishing gear probably contribute to
the poor recovery of the species (Knowlton & Kraus
2001, IWC 2001, NMFS 2005), and their future re -
mains bleak unless strong and effective protections
are implemented throughout their range (Fujiwara &
Caswell 2001, Kraus et al. 2005). NOAA Fisheries is
charged through the Endangered Species (ESA) and
the Marine Mammal Protection (MMPA) Acts with
developing conservation strategies aimed at recov-
ery of the species, such as managing commercial
fisheries and ship traffic, and designating critical
habitat. NOAA is currently examining potential revi-
sions to critical habitat boundaries in right whale
calving habitat in the southeastern USA (SEUS). This
study is designed to provide a scientific basis for revi-
sions by developing a predictive model of right
whale distribution in the SEUS based on environ-
mental characteristics.

North Atlantic right whales, like many large
whales, migrate long distances between summer
feeding habitat and winter calving habitat (Harwood
2001). On summer feeding grounds off the Canadian
and northeastern US coasts, thermal fronts (Brown &
Winn 1989), bathymetry and sea surface temperature
(SST) (Moses & Finn 1997) were associated with a
high density of and accessibility to their copepod prey
(Baumgartner & Mate 2003, Baumgartner et al. 2003).
Feeding behavior has rarely been observed in the
winter calving grounds in the Atlantic continental
shelf waters off the Georgia and Florida coasts (Ken-
ney et al. 1986), so habitat relationships in the SEUS
presumably are not influenced by prey distribution.

Most theories of why large whales, including right
whales, migrate long distances to calving grounds
focus on improved calf survival (Elwen & Best 2004).
Proposed reasons for improved offspring survival
include warmer water temperatures (calves have less
blubber than adults), less predation, calmer wind/
wave action and fewer storms that can separate
calves from their mothers (Corkeron & Connor 1999).
Little is known about relative predation rates, but the
migration route of right whales shows strong latitudi-
nal gradients in winds, waves, and water tempera-
tures. Winter SSTs range from less than 5°C in New
England and the Gulf of Maine region to greater than
25°C off the southern Florida coast. The SEUS also
has lower wind levels and fewer winter storms than
regions north of Cape Hatteras, North Carolina.

Annual concentrations of calving female right
whales, along with a few juveniles and males, were
documented in the SEUS from late November to
early April by aerial surveys started in the 1980s

(Kraus et al. 1986, Knowlton et al. 1994, Reeves
2001). As the only identified calving area, the SEUS
was designated as critical habitat under the ESA in
1994 (50 CFR Part 226, Federal Register 59:28793).
Critical habitat is defined by ‘primary constituent
elements’ or PCEs (e.g. environmental conditions
that are essential for persistence of a management
unit). The ESA requires protection of PCEs to pro-
mote recovery and sustainability of a protected spe-
cies and/or distinct population but provides no
 specific guidance for determining boundaries of pro-
tected areas. The original designation of right whale
critical habitat in the SEUS was based upon local
habitat features (i.e. close to shore, shallow water,
and cooler SSTs flanked by the warmer Gulf Stream
waters offshore) of nearshore waters of the continen-
tal shelf off Florida and Georgia.

Significantly more aerial survey data have been
collected since 1994 but little effort has been made to
characterize the oceanography of calving habitat, not
only within the SEUS but also in more recently sur-
veyed areas off of Georgia and South and North Car-
olina. Aerial data indicate inter-annual variation in
the number and distribution of calving females in the
region. The variation in number is mainly attributed
to conditions outside the calving ground, such as
food availability on summer grounds (Greene & Per-
shing 2004), whereas the spatial distribution is prob-
ably mediated by local environmental conditions,
such as water temperature, distance to shore, and
depth.

Developing protection plans for imperiled species
requires an understanding of their spatial distribu-
tion and their relationship to habitat characteristics
(Austin 2002, Redfern et al. 2006) rather than de -
scriptions of existing conditions (Guisan & Zimmer-
man 2000, Gertseva et al. 2006). Habitat models
relating species distribution to environmental vari-
ables provide a better understanding of the dynamics
of habitat use and enhance our ability to predict spe-
cies distributions under varying conditions (Guisan &
Zimmerman 2000, Hamazaki 2002). This is especially
important for highly mobile marine species in
dynamic oceanic conditions (Forney 2000, Redfern et
al. 2006).

Today’s advanced computers are able to accommo-
date the large data sets, nonlinear relationships, iter-
ative calculations and spatial depictions required to
produce and manifest these mechanistic habitat
models (Efron & Tibshirani 1991, Redfern et al. 2006).
The flexibility of generalized linear and/or additive
models (GLMs/GAMs, Hastie & Tibshirani 1990) has
proven particularly useful for predictive abundance
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and habitat modeling (Guisan et al. 2002, Redfern et
al. 2006). The GAM approach has been applied to
ecological issues such as spatial patterns in fish trawl
catches (Swartzman et al. 1992), factors affecting
sighting probability of marine mammals during
visual surveys (Forney 2000), and spatial patterns of
marine mammal distribution (Spyrakos et al. 2011).

Spatially-explicit habitat models provide managers
with a scientific basis for delineating critical habitats,
even in marine environments with vague and dy -
namic boundaries, to achieve a desired level of pro-
tection. In this analysis, we built on earlier work
showing that right whales differentially used SST
and bathymetry (Keller et al. 2006) by developing a
spatially-explicit habitat model that used updated
aerial survey data in a GAM to better understand the
relationship between winter distribution of reproduc-
tive North Atlantic right whale females and environ-
mental characteristics in the calving ground. Using
these results to predict right whale habitat, potential
boundaries are offered to managers at specific levels
of protection. Our objectives were to better under-
stand the relationship between whale distribution
and its environment, to provide a scientific basis for
revising critical habitat boundaries in the SEUS, and
to predict potential habitat along the mid-Atlantic
coast in areas that until recently received little survey
effort.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study site

The boundaries of the study area encompassed the
full spatial extent of flight search area (NE corner
32° 8’ 29’’ N, 80° 28’ 5’’ W and SE corner 29° 14’ 4’’ N,
80° 20’ 4’’ W, Fig. 1). The study site constitutes the
Georgia/Florida section of the South Atlantic Bight
(SAB) region, where warm Gulf Stream waters flow
north, flanking cooler coastal waters, along the mid-
continental shelf (out to about 40 m in depth). The
continental shelf width varies from approximately
5 km near Miami to 120 km along northern Georgia.
The Gulf Stream potentially acts as a thermal bound-
ary for right whales to the east and south of the calv-
ing ground. For further details of the study site, see
Keller et al. (2006). In coastal waters off the Carolinas
that have received relatively less aerial survey effort,
shallow bathymetry (<30 m depths up to 80 km off-
shore; Fig. 1) and range of winter SSTs are similar to
the SEUS and likely represent potential right whale
habitat.

Aerial survey data

The right whale calving region off the coasts of
northern Florida and Georgia has been intensively
aerially surveyed during winter months (December−
March) since 1992. Effort level varied across the time
series but extended latitudinally from Savannah,
Georgia (32.09° N), to Ormond Beach, Florida
(29.34° N). The most consistent survey effort was in
the ‘early warning system’ (EWS) survey zone, from
the shoreline to a distance approximately 18 nautical
miles (~33 km) from shore. Additional nearshore
coastal surveys were made off Florida beginning in
January 1992, and off Georgia beginning in January
1993. In February 1996, offshore survey flights were
added east of the EWS. Although effort varied, core
survey areas were consistently surveyed. See Keller
et al. (2006) for detailed descriptions and maps of
 survey zones.

LORAN-C or Global Positioning System (GPS)
positions were sequentially recorded along the sur-
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vey tracklines to document flight and environmental
conditions. When a whale was observed, ob servers
went off-watch while the aircraft left the transect
line to georeference and photo-document the whale.
Aerial survey data were coded for standard criteria:
observers formally ‘on-watch’, sea states of Beau fort
3 or lower (i.e. effects of surface winds, currents,
etc.), altitude >300 m, and visibility of at least
3.7 km, and were entered into a geographic infor-
mation system (GIS). Tracklines that met these crite-
ria were buffered to include 2.8 km on either side of
the trackline (beyond which sighting rates drop
substantially; Hain et al. 1999) to create a GIS GRID
(100 × 100 m pixel size) of daily effort area. Track-
lines (and concomitant whale sightings) that did not
meet standard criteria were eliminated from analy-
sis. Daily effort GRIDS were summed to represent
the number of flights per pixel in a 2 wk period and
later aggregated into 4 × 4 km cells, as described
below (Fig. 2). For further details re garding aerial
survey data, see Keller et al. (2006).

Sightings of calving right whales

From 1992 to 2002, a total of 1201 whale sightings
were recorded in the study area. Analysis was
restricted to sightings that met standard criteria (see
‘Aerial survey data’) and were pregnant females or
mother−calf pairs (n = 520). A ‘sighting’ may repre-
sent an individual or a group (mean group size = 1.89
whales including calves) because nearly all sightings
were mothers with dependent calves, with occa-
sional single or paired adult females. Pregnant fe -
males were identified based on within-season (e.g.
November through April of the following year) sight-
ings prior to parturition, using the North Atlantic
right whale photo-identification catalog maintained
by the Right Whale Consortium and curated by the
New England Aquarium. At the time of this analysis,
photo-identification records were available only
through the 2000−2001 season.

Sources of environmental data

SST data were derived from Advanced Very High
Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR, 1.4 km2) provided
by NOAA’s Coastal Services Center (CSC) and
Coastwatch Program (coastwatch.noaa.gov). Bathy -
metry data for the continental shelf were obtained
from digital elevation grids available from the
National Geophysical Data Center (NGDC) Coastal

Relief Model (~60 m) resolution bathymetry grids
(www.ngdc. noaa. gov/mgg/coastal; Fig. 1). Further
details of environmental data preparation (i.e. con-
version of remotely sensed values into SST, exclusion
of land and cloud pixels) were provided in Keller et
al. (2006).

No direct wind intensity data were available at the
appropriate spatial resolution and extent but indirect
data were available from a regional climate/weather
model covering North America and adjacent ocean
waters developed by the National Center for Envi-
ronmental Prediction (NCEP). The model (the North
American Regional Reanalysis, NARR; www. emc.
ncep. noaa.gov/ mmb/ rreanl/ index. html) used weather
observations from data stations on both land and
water, and predicted winds (m s−1) at 10 m above
ground and 3 h intervals. These were used to calcu-
late spatial grids of monthly average wind speeds
during each season (1992/1993 to 2000/2001) from
December to March.
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Spatial projection and aggregation of data

The study area comprised a total of 1670 grid cells
that were 16 km2 (4 × 4 km) in size. Data were spa-
tially aggregated into the 16 km2 cells within the
study area and temporally aggregated into semi-
monthly periods: from the first to the fifteenth day of
the month, and from the sixteenth to the last day of
each month. Cell size and semi-months were used to
accurately represent environmental and whale loca-
tion data. For each semi-month, SST, bathymetry,
and average monthly wind intensity were averaged
within each 16 km2 cell. Bathymetric slope was cal-
culated as the difference between the minimum and
maximum water depth within 16 km2 cells. Total
search effort (no. of flight days; Fig. 2) and total num-
ber of sightings were summed per 16 km2 cell for
each semi-monthly period (Fig. 3). Spatial informa-
tion including the relative north−south location (i.e.
‘North ing’), east−west location (i.e. ‘Easting’), and

closest distance to shore (based on a high-resolution
coastline coverage) were calculated based upon the
mid-point of each cell. The resulting data set was
examined to ensure that environmental data were
well represented (with the full range of values, etc.)
and sightings per unit effort (SPUE) by cell fit
assumptions of a Poisson distribution (with the ex -
ception of excess zeros).

Generalized additive model

The functional form (i.e. link function) was speci-
fied as log-linear (McCullagh & Nelder 1989) with a
Poisson-distributed variance structure. The form of
the GAM function is:

(1)

where ƒ(xi) represents the smooth functions for each
of i explanatory variables, and θ0 is an intercept term,
and Nk is the expected count in a particular spatial
cell k. The variable Ek, representing effort, is treated
as an ‘offset’ variable whose regression coefficient is
equal to 1, and it is appropriate where counts are
standardized by some unit such as a time or area
interval. Because the number of reproductive fe -
males per season affects the fit of the model but is
affected by off-site variables, it was accounted for by
including survey season as a factor explanatory vari-
able with 9 levels.

The error structure of a Poisson model assumes that
the variance is equal to the mean. Spatial data are
often overdispersed, whereby the true variance is
greater than that estimated by the model (McCullagh
& Nelder 1989). Model fit of the GAM is generally not
affected by overdispersion, but estimated standard
errors around predicted values and, therefore, infer-
ences from predictions will be unreliable. Bootstrap-
ping was used to develop a better estimate of vari-
ance (see ‘Bootstrap resampling approach’).

Likewise, autocorrelated spatial data can yield
overly optimistic estimates of variance and correla-
tions with environmental data and may require alter-
native methods for variance estimation (e.g. Hedley
et al. 1999). A mixed model approach was used to test
for remaining autocorrelation after fitting environ-
mental variables (see ‘Testing for autocorrelation’).

Bootstrap resampling approach to model fitting

For each bootstrap iteration, 1670 cells were ran-
domly sampled with replacement for each of the

log( ) log( ) ƒ( )N E xk k ik
i

= + +∑θ0
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aggregate environmental and sightings data in the general-
ized additive model analysis. Total number of calving right
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8 semi-monthly periods in the survey, except for the
2 sample seasons that were used for cross-validation:
1996/1997 and 2000/2001. These seasons had the
second highest and highest number of sightings,
respectively (81 and 221), and so provided the great-
est validation of available seasons. Only cells with
survey effort were used as sampling units for each
GAM iteration. Each bootstrap sample reflects the
sampling intensity for a ‘typical’ survey season in
each semi-month (typically ~5700 cells). GAM analy-
sis and model selection using Akaike’s information
criterion (AIC) was conducted for each of 500 boot-
strap iterations, and model fit, output, and predicted
values were stored. Summaries of model fits and pre-
dictive capability were based upon median values
from the bootstrap iterations, and model uncertainty
was calculated from the observed variance in the
bootstrap distribution.

Model selection and fitting

We employed natural cubic splines because degrees
of freedom and, therefore, level of data smoothing can
be specified (Hastie & Tibshirani 1990). Preliminary
analyses indicated that functions were unimodal such
that second-order functions (i.e. natural smoothing
splines with 2 degrees of freedom) were the most ap-
propriate for all environmental variables.

Model choice was based upon AIC, which balances
explanatory power of a variable against the decrease
in model degrees of freedom; a reduction in the AIC
value greater than the number of additional variables
indicates an improvement in explanatory power. For
all factors resulting in a significant reduction in AIC
over the ‘offset-only’ model, higher-order (i.e. 2 and 3
term) models were tested. Variables offering the
greatest reduction in AIC and the greatest explana-
tory power were retained in the model.

Testing for autocorrelation

The division of a study region into spatial cells and
semi-monthly periods can lead to autocorrelation and
the resulting model may have fewer degrees of free-
dom than estimated. GAM models are less vulnera-
ble to the effects of autocorrelation than other meth-
ods (Segurado et al. 2006), but are not completely
insensitive to it. Some potential sources of positive
auto correlation (e.g. social factors that group individ-
uals) were eliminated by analyzing group sightings
rather than individual whales. The choice of cell size

may impose autocorrelation, however, as can model
misspecification; in our data, sightings occur in very
few surveyed cells, even at the semi-monthly level.
The common method for testing residuals from a spa-
tial model, Moran’s I, does not perform well when the
data comprise such a large number of zeros. So, we
examined spatial autocorrelation by using a general-
ized random-effects mixed model (GLMM) on a sin-
gle semi-monthly period with the highest number of
sightings and therefore the greatest potential for
exhibiting autocorrelation and by including models
with spatial variables during selection.

A GLMM was developed using PROC GLIMMIX in
SAS with restricted cubic splines (RCS, Poisson link,
3 knots) to replicate the GAM structure, and we
included inverse distance weighting as a potential
random effect for the semi-month of January 16 to 31,
2001 (n = 57 sightings). After including environmen-
tal variables in the model, the estimated covariance
was −0.007 (0.03 SE), and parameter estimates were
nearly the same for models with and without spatial
effects. These results gave no indication that spatial
autocorrelation was induced through misspecifica-
tion of the model or omission of an important ex -
planatory variable.

RESULTS

Habitat model

Model selection procedures indicated that annual
effects, SST, and water depth were the significant
variables for modeling spatial distribution of calving
right whales. Table 1 lists all possible models tested
using AIC. Neither wind intensity nor depth gradient
contributed explanatory power to the model. Depth
gradient is not highly variable in the region, with
gradual slope throughout the study site. Although
whale sighting data were filtered to exclude windy
conditions (Beaufort sea state ≥ 3), the inclusion of
coarse wind data as an environmental variable could
have revealed remaining broad wind patterns. The
single term causing the greatest reduction in AIC
was the Season term. The inclusion of survey season
as a factor resulted in fitting average SPUE exactly
for each season as was intended by this approach.
The large reduction in AIC, larger than that for any of
the environmental variables, indicates that season
represented not only the number of whales per sea-
son but also likely represented patterns in distribu-
tion of environmental variables and whale distribu-
tion among years. Although broad spatial patterns
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in SST are generally stable among winter seasons
(warm Gulf Stream water currents flanking cooler,
nearshore waters), finer-scale spatial patterns such
as the shape, extent, and degree of cooling in the
region vary among winters, generally reflecting
global cyclic patterns. Colder seasons correspond to
greater numbers of whale sightings and to whale dis-
tribution that extends further south and offshore, for
example. The Season term then may be absorbing
some of the variation that ultimately derives from
other explanatory variables, which could affect the
estimated parameter for other explanatory variables
but the effect would be less so for the predicted
SPUE.

Of the 2-term models (survey season term plus 1
additional environmental variable), depth resulted in
the greatest additional reduction in median AIC. A
third variable, either SST or Eastings (and to a lesser
extent Northings), provided similar reductions in
AIC. Gradients in SST are strongly related to longi-
tude, latitude, and distance to shore (Fig. 4E−H). SST
was chosen over spatial terms because it provides a
greater understanding of the underlying dynamics of
distribution, as demonstrated by differences among
months (Fig. 4E−H) albeit smoothed (i.e. averaged)
among seasons.

The selected model, including both SST and water
depth in addition to season, was highly significant
(median χ2 = 94.32, df = 28, p << 0.0001) and ex -

plained 21.3% of the total variation in right whale
spatial distribution (approximate R2 after Nagelkerke
1991). Figures of semi-monthly predictions of SPUE
correspond to winter seasonal patterns of SST in the
SEUS (Fig. 4). The highest observed and predicted
sighting rates occurred at SSTs of 13 to 15°C and
declined rapidly at SSTs greater than 17°C (Fig. 5).
Sighting rates peaked in water depths of 15 to 25 m
(Fig. 5).

Cross-validation of model predictions was per-
formed by regressing the observed versus predicted
numbers of right whale sightings in 1°C temperature
and 1 m depth intervals for 2 sample years. The R2

for observed versus predicted for the 1996/1997 sur-
vey season was 0.43 and that for 2000/2001 was 0.62.
A perfect model prediction would have a slope and
r2 value equal to 1. The model was more effective at
predicting sightings, while still overpredicting, in
the season with the higher abundance of whales
(2000/ 2001). Overprediction is typical of habitat
models because available habitat is larger than that
occupied by the organisms, particularly for low abun-
dance animals such as right whales.

The habitat model was effective in predicting the
observed spatial patterns in right whale sightings
when accounting for the distribution of survey effort
and environmental variability. Spatial cells in the
highest percentiles of predicted SPUE (averaged
among years) contained the great majority of right
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Model     Terms                                                                                                df             Median AIC          Contrast           ΔAIC

1              log(Effort) − offset only                                                                     1                    474.1                                             
2              log(Effort) + Season terms                                                                9                    425.2                  2 vs. 1              48.9
3              log(Effort) + ns(East,2)                                                                     3                    466.7                  3 vs. 1              7.4
4              log(Effort) + ns(North,2)                                                                   3                    468.4                  4 vs. 1              5.7
5              log(Effort) + ns(DFS,2)                                                                     3                    463.1                  5 vs. 1              11.0
6              log(Effort) + ns(SST,2)                                                                      3                    450.3                  6 vs. 1              23.8
7              log(Effort) + ns(Depth,2)                                                                  3                    460.0                  7 vs. 1              14.1
8              log(Effort) + ns(Depth gradient,2)                                                   3                    475.3                  8 vs. 1              −1.2
9              log(Effort) + ns(Wind,2)                                                                    3                    470.3                  9 vs. 1              3.8
10            log(Effort) + Season terms + ns(SST,2)                                          11                   413.1                 10 vs. 2             12.1
11            log(Effort) + Season terms + ns(Depth,2)                                       11                   412.2                 11 vs. 2             13.0
12            log(Effort) + Season terms + ns(DFS,2)                                          11                   414.3                 12 vs. 2             10.9
13            log(Effort) + Season terms + ns(East,2)                                          11                   414.0                 13 vs. 2             11.2
14            log(Effort) + Season terms + ns(North,2)                                       11                   418.0                 14 vs. 2             7.2
15            log(Effort) + Season terms + ns(Depth,2) + ns(SST,2)                 13                   405.4                15 vs. 11            6.8
16            log(Effort) + Season terms + ns(Depth,2) + ns(East,2)                  13                   405.4                16 vs. 11            6.8
17            log(Effort) + Season terms + ns(Depth,2) + ns(North,2)               13                   406.0                17 vs. 11            6.2
18            log(Effort) + Season terms + ns(Depth,2) + ns(DFS,2)                  13                   409.7                18 vs. 11            2.5

Table 1. Models used to test for the spatial distribution of calving right whales Eubalaena glacialis in the nearshore waters off
the southeastern US created by the sequential addition of terms to the ‘offset only’ model, the reduction in median Akaike’s
information criterion (AIC) and the difference (ΔAIC) between each model and the best model for each term. The overall best
model in bold included terms for effort, survey season, water depth, and sea surface temperature (SST), but not wind, distance 

from shore (DFS), Northing (North) or Easting (East). ns: natural spline; df given inside parentheses where appropriate
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whale sightings during these surveys. Cells within
the top 5% of predicted SPUE (>95th percentile)
account for 43.5% of all observed calving right
whales, and those in the top 10% (>90th percentile)
include 66% of all sightings. This reflects the rela-
tively concentrated spatial distribution of peak right
whale densities rather than simply the spatial distrib-
ution of survey effort (Fig. 6). Although the majority
of survey effort was concentrated in the most suitable
habitat areas, the cumulative distribution of sightings
deviated from that of the survey effort, demonstrat-
ing that sighting rates peak sharply in the spatial
cells encompassing the most suitable environmental
characteristics.

Projecting these average environmental patterns
into geographic space provides the basis for man-
agers to define calving habitat boundaries, based on
desired levels of protection. Contours in percentiles
of SPUE based on average environmental patterns
(SST and depth) delineate suitable habitat bound-
aries (Fig. 7). For example, defining habitat as all
spatial cells in the highest 5% of predicted SPUE
encompasses spatial cells containing 44% of ana-
lyzed calving right whale sightings. The resulting
area extends farther north than the currently defined
critical habitat and farther offshore off the coast of
Georgia. However, this boundary does not include
areas farther south and farther offshore of Florida
(Fig. 7). Defining critical habitat based upon the 75th
percentile would include areas farther offshore of
Florida and farther south. This larger region would
include 91% of analyzed sightings (Fig. 7).

Predicting potential right whale calving habitat
north of study area

The optimal temperature range and peak pre-
dicted sighting rates for calving right whales occurs
throughout much of the spatial range in waters typi-
cally more than 10 km from shore. Applying the
developed model to mean SSTs throughout the
months of December through March, with SPUE
averaged across years, predicts suitable calving
habitat for right whales over much of the continental
shelf south of Cape Fear, North Carolina (Fig. 8).

DISCUSSION

Our results support the hypothesis that spatial vari-
ation in right whale distribution on the calving
ground was mediated by local environmental vari-
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ables, with water temperature (as represented by
SST) and depth providing the greatest predictive
power. The observed spatial distribution of calving
right whales, after accounting for the distribution of
survey effort, was strongly correlated with variations
in the distribution of depth and SST. Peak predicted
and observed calving right whale sighting rates
occurred within the relatively narrow environmental
ranges of 10 to 20 m water depth and 13 to 15°C SST.
These results are consistent with the prevailing theo-
ries regarding large whale migration, although this
study cannot provide a test of prevailing theories.
SSTs within the study site can range above 20°C,
implying that right whales tend to avoid higher tem-
peratures, although unmeasured variables (e.g. the
northward current associated with the Gulf Stream)
could contribute to this pattern. Shallower depths are
thought to be associated with lower predation rates
and avoidance of conspecifics (harassing males) (El -
wen & Best 2004), but the degree to which these fac-
tors affect this population is unknown.

Describing geographic areas that serve as critical
habitat for calving right whales presents a significant
management challenge. The strong spatio-temporal
variability of important environmental predictors,
like SST which varies seasonally and annually, does
not translate simply to fixed boundaries, although
management purposes generally require them. Some
management plans have made use of dynamic pro-
tections, such as fishing closures triggered by mea-
sured data. The objectives of critical habitat designa-
tion, with its concomitant requirements for Section 7
reviews and potential ship management scenarios,
cannot be accomplished with shifting and dynamic
boundaries.

Use of the GAM model provides a comprehensive
view of habitat use over the temporal components
and provides managers with a basis upon which to
superimpose a range of scientifically-based potential
boundaries relating to specified levels of protection.
The potential boundaries are based upon predicted
sighting rates in relation to environmental variables,
which our model indicates are PCEs. The model,
when applied to the grid of cells used in the analysis,
provides a map of predicted relative densities,
enveloping areas of categorical percentiles. From
this information, managers can establish boundaries
based upon the relative average suitability of habitat
within spatial cells and the desired degree of protec-
tion (i.e. proportion of predicted densities to include
within protected area).

Our model also contributes to our understanding of
right whale distribution in the SEUS, although the
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Fig. 8. Eubalaena glacialis. (A) Average sea surface temper-
atures (SST) and (B) predicted right whale sightings per unit
(SPUE) effort percentiles along the mid-Atlantic US coast 

based on average SSTs during December to March
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relationships are essentially descriptive. The data
used in this analysis were collected in a manner con-
sistent with predictive modeling but not for hypothe-
sis testing (Hamazaki 2004). Nevertheless, the long-
term data set on which the model is built provides
reliable correlations. The model provides a basis for
developing future scenarios based upon emerging
regional trends or expected variations brought about
by anthropogenic climate change.

Aggregating environmental and biological data
within cells provides a means of spatially depicting
results in a meaningful way, although it does intro-
duce complications. Because the relationship be -
tween a variable and biological response is often
scale-dependent, choice of cell size can affect
model results. Subsamples of aggregated data were
examined to ensure that biological data met as -
sumptions of a Poisson distribution. Biological and
environmental data sets, likewise, were each exam-
ined to ensure that variability was adequately rep-
resented at the 16 km2 resolution. With the excep-
tion of wind data, which was not available at a
temporally refined resolution, the variables showed
the full range of variability at the chosen cell size.
Likewise, the results were depicted at a biologically
meaningful resolution and provided distinction
among habitat suitabilities and predicted density
distributions.

Additional potential drawbacks of aggregating
data spatially and temporally are autocorrelation
and overdispersion (i.e. inflated sample size). Spa-
tial auto  correlation may inflate parameters but
deflate standard errors in habitat niche models
(Segurado et al. 2006), although the consequences
for model output depend upon the goals and objec-
tives of the study (Segurado & Araújo 2004). Auto-
correlation was unlikely in these data mainly
because of the relative rarity of sightings across the
study area over a semi-monthly period but was
tested regardless and none was found. Additionally,
the addition of spatial variables did not improve the
fit of models that included better explanatory envi-
ronmental variables.

Inflated sample size results from aggregating data
into cells, many of which are likely to have no sight-
ings. Resulting data distributions are often overdis-
persed, with more zeros than are accommodated by a
Poisson distribution. Bootstrapping helps to reduce
the severity of the problem, although our boot-
strapped data likely were still zero-inflated. Zero-
inflated data yield biased estimates of abundance, so
we used predicted relative densities in lieu of abun-
dance estimates.

Our results indicated that areas farther north and
farther offshore than currently defined critical habi-
tat included suitable average environmental condi-
tions and resulted in high predicted sighting rates of
calving right whales. The sightings data and model
results indicate that right whales are using signifi-
cant areas in the SEUS that fall outside of the 1994
designated boundaries.

Our results also preliminarily indicate that the
right whale calving habitat may extend into the
mid-Atlantic region, though there are caveats to
extrapolating results so far from the study site. The
current data and model reflect spatial relationships
observed in Florida and Georgia that may not hold
outside of the study region. Additionally, the conti-
nental shelf of the mid-Atlantic region is shallower
and extends farther offshore than that off of Georgia
and Florida.

There is a strong regional pattern in wind speeds,
with generally higher average winds off the Caro -
linas during winter months than those in our study
site. Although wind speed was not identified as a
predictor in our models, the coarse measurements
and data filtering may have limited the ability to
identify relationships. Wind conditions may con-
tribute to the spatial distribution of the whales at a
much larger scale than our study. They also may con-
tribute to the migration from northerly habitats by
the animals’ need to escape winter winds and storms,
along with the extremely cold winter temperatures in
their northerly habitats.

Nonetheless, our model currently represents the
best evidence of suitable right whale habitat in the
mid-Atlantic. The mid-Atlantic may have been
more heavily used before populations were deci-
mated by whaling; range is known to contract
when abundance is low. Analyses of mid-Atlantic
data currently being collected will be useful in
evaluating the predictions of the current model for
these regions.

Critical habitat areas are designated by evaluat-
ing the spatial distribution of habitat features
essential to the demographic processes that main-
tain the survival of an endangered species or man-
agement unit (PCEs). Based on GAM model re -
sults, currently defined critical habitat should be
ex panded to in clude areas farther offshore and
generally further north off the coast of Georgia.
Further, optimal water temperatures and depths
also occur off the coasts of South Carolina and
North Carolina, although available data are insuf-
ficient to draw firm conclusions. More systematic
collection of data in these areas, and additional
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analyses, will contribute to refined assessments of
potential calving habitats and of the use of those
habitats along the mid-Atlantic and southeast US
coast.
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